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The songs, lyrics and visual art pieces  in this collection were curated in the first months of the self-quarantine due to the COVID-19 virus in 
Brooklyn, NY, 2020.

It’s hard to believe that months have passed and there’s still no definitive end in site. Aside from the huge tragedy and loss of life – which
is almost impossible to imagine, GREED has once again - more than ever - showed us its damn, ugly face. 

My hope is that we’ll come out of this, not with the notion of going back to what once was, but rather as humans, moving forward to what we 
can become and to save  Mother Earth.

All the songs of “HEART” are composed, written and performed between 2012-2020. Re-mixed and mastered in March and April of 2020.

All instruments and vocals by Mikki K.V. Nylund with the exception of some backing vocals.
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blue eyes, black hair

“Do you want to dance?” he asked. 
“I don’t think so,” she replied. 

“Why not?” he wondered. 
“You’re not my type.” She smiled. 

Blue eyes, black hair. Love me, she said. 

“Do you want a glass of wine?” he wondered. 
“No thanks, I don’t like wine.” She made a funny face.
“Anything else, I can get for you?” He was hoping. 

“Just take me home,” she blankly stated.

Inspired by the author Marguerite Duras and her short stories: 
“Les Yeux Bleus Cheveux Noirs” (Blue Eyes, Black Hair, 1986)



jump

The stood on the bridge, and they looked down, into the back, cold water -
and they smiled, because they knew, where they had one and each other.

He took her hand, and she took his, as they climbed up on the metal.

And they jumped, into the sky, and they flew, under their black umbrella. In lust.

They flew away, from the swamp of nothing, they left nothing behind
and they flew like a dragonfly, until dawn. In the mist, they kissed like lovers do.

And they jumped, into the sky, and they flew, under their black umbrella. In lust.

They jumped and jumped again, that was their prose of life, as simple as it may sound
they loved to look into the sky, while jumping from the high, 

under their umbrella, they had formed their life and loved the way it was shaped, 
like a flower on the petal, like a diamond on a ring, like a jump from rusty metal.



kiss

a dream about a woman, whom approach him with a thorn
in a deep and thick forest, where desire was formed

early in the morning, in mist and drops of rain
love on leafs and grass, romance in vein

the blade of a knife
cut out their hearts

the kiss of death

they met in november, and took the journey in june
on midsummers day, love was truly earned

the nix had called them out, so they laid under the moon

and he played them with his fiddle, took away their young lives



c’est mon dada

At a café I met this young and red flower. She was as pretty as any art I’ve ever seen. I sat down behind an espresso 
- in silence, as she started to talk: “We need a new movement”, she said: “Something to believe in.”

“Like DADA?” I asked - and she said: “Join me for a walk.” I walked the red flower down the river. Under bridges and 
through rainy parks. I though to myself, this is how it begins - with passion and silence it all starts.

We stood, under a bridge, and we kissed.

Love is our movement, love is our thing. We love each other instead of things.
You can join us if you want to, nothing to sign. Just love and you’ll be loved in no time.

We began our modest revolution. It started from within. At cafés and selected bars – we where doing our love thing.
We didn’t have any Cabaret Voltaire. In fact this was not a Cabaret at all. This was our way to spread our passion. 

To smitten you all with love! We said: “Here, take this flower, here take this kiss!” We danced when we walked through 
the cities. We had a bottle of cheap champagne at good old Jim Morrisons’ grave.



the nix

This is my song about a nix, yes a nix, yes a nix. He’s a young and a beautiful man, look at him, look at him!
I wonder who he’s waiting for? It’s probably another girl, one of thus pretty girls?
That’s kind of what you do when you’re a nix; you lure, and you lure, and you lure.

The young hearts into your life. To eat them with a fork and a knife.

This is a poem about a nix, serious; no tricks. He lives downstairs from me you see, and he plays the violin.
That’s why he gets all thous girls, he lures them with a beautiful melody.

That’s why he get all the girls, because he knows how to write a good melody.

There she comes, there she comes, there she comes, and steps out of the car. She’s fooled, she’s fooled, she’s fooled.

The young hearts into your life. To eat them with a fork and a knife.

The Neck or the Nix refer to shapeshifting water spirits who usually appear in human form. 
The spirit has appeared in the myths and legends of all Germanic peoples of Europe. 

Their sex, bynames and various animal-like transformations vary geographically.
The German Nix and his Scandinavian counterparts are males, whereas the Geman Nixe or Nixie is a female river mermaid.



the lovers

All the lovers, and their lovers. Ooh, they feel, something.
Oh the lovers, and their love. Hide away, in dreams.

Oh you lovers, and your dreams. Around and around, on your pedestal.
On your pedestal.

The lover seek it’s love. Hunting for its feast.
Love turns into milk. From a young woman’s breast.

Love is almost biblical. At the end it lays to rest.
Its pure and lustful purpose. It’s secrets are blessed.

All the lovers and their feverish lust. Oh, how they feel the pain.
Oh, the lovers, and their love. Is like the edge of a knife.

Oh, you lovers, you are in heat. Around and around, your dance is forever.

Your dance is forever.



tuba sex

Oh! It’s easy, to go a little crazy in this World. Oh! You don’t know? Then I don’t know where you are from?

This was one of those crazy days, I woke up in a bubble. I rolled down town and landed like a bird.
I had some math for breakfast, and I played it like a flute. I was a ship in the bottle, sailing towards June.

Oh! It’s easy, to go a little crazy in this World. Oh! You don’t know? Then I don’t know where you are from?

I reached a pink harbor, where people where so glad, they laughed and drank and blew their balloons.
I flew away, with one balloon, and landed on a church. I climbed down like a spider, and reached the holy grounds.

Oh! It’s easy, to go a little crazy in this World. Oh! You don’t know? Then I don’t know where you are from?

I met a young girl in bar named DADA, she asked me if I wanted to play her - like a famous Cello? I played and played.

I played and played, until my fingers turned into flowers. So, I walked away, with van Gogh on my mind.



clowns

It’s a big, big circus in that big, big world. The clowns are making tricks with their shiny guns.
And make things. like humans, disappear when none sees: it’s a big, big, big, big, big...show tonight!

And the clown sing, happy swing, happy thing, the clown sing: la-la-la!

In their big tent of dirt, spotlight on a pretty thing, balancing on a rope, while she beautifully sings.
Then she gets shot down, by one of us clowns, and she lay there in a pool of blood, it’s big show tonight.

In the hour of the circus, clowns all over the town, riding on their elephants, down the street of clowntown.

One clown wants a ballerina, but has to take her by force, another gets arrested, for riding drunk and on parole.



juggle the truth

Say, do you want to come out and play?
See, I have this old game in the back of my mind.

You dress up like a Saint, and dance around like insane.
Hey, put on that smile honey, lets move before it’s too late.

Let’s move out. Far out.

We’re the clowns of peace, me and you.
We dance in the streets, and juggle our hearts,

for the truth. We love you all.

Say, do you want to meet me in the Park, by that old molded statue of war?
Let’s put some stickers of our bleeding hearts, all over its dirty, false face.

Hey, put on that smile honey, lets move before it’s too late.

Let’s move out. Far out.



holy oil

Gold, coal, diamond, oil. Money, greed, freedom, spoil.
Religion, oil, god, soil. Gold, mines, nature, oil.

Petroleum, benzene, hydrogen, ethanol. Diesel, polyester, plastic, oil.

Holy Oil

Turtles, birds, spill, oil. Cars, fishes, seas, oil.
Love, oil, greed, oil. Our holy oil.

Petroleum, benzene, hydrogen, ethanol. Diesel, polyester, plastic, oil.

Holy Oil

- Sermon -

Holy Oil



i love you too

I want to paint the whole world, mother. I want to paint it in colors of gold.
I want to look at it with passion, knowing this history is old.

I love both winter and summer, east, west, south & north.
I love humans of different colors, culture makes us whole.

I love you, I love you too, I love you all!

I want to bring out the best of you all, by bringing out the best of myself.
Let’s share some lovin’ - let’s share ourselves.

Nobody is better than anybody else.
Let’s share our lovin’ - cause we all have an end.

I want to paint the whole world, mother, I want to paint it in colors of gold.
I want to look at it one last time, knowing the future is unknown.

I want to bring out the best of myself, and give it to you all for free.

I know you’re out there I know you are, and i know you can hear me.



cat and rat

A cat met a rat, on a boat, and they fell in love, on a note.
No wave could bring them down, they wanted higher.

When a Cat says: “Hello,” a Rat is sold.
Especially, in a boat, on a mighty water.

A cat in her shiny, shiny, shiny, boots, of leather.
Strike, dear mistress, and cure the rats heart.

The cat was tired and oh so weary. Whisplash catchild in the dark.
On a rainy day in a boat, waves grew higher. 

Then all of a sudden it got dark.



so für mich hin

(After a poem by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe)

I was walking in the woods. Just on a whim of mine.
And seeking nothing. That was my intention.
 In the shade I saw a little flower standing,

Like stars glittering, like beautiful little eyes.

Ich ging im Walde // I was walking in the woods
So für mich hin // Just on a whim of mine

Wie Sterne leuchtend // Like stars glittering
Wie Äuglein schön // Like beautiful little eyes

I dug it out with all its little roots.
To the garden I carried it by the lovely house.

And replanted it in this quiet spot;
Now it keeps branching out and blossoms ever forth.



sebago

Brutal murder’s once took place, around Sebago’s lonely lake.
The mountain top is mystified, haunted fields where people died.

Brutal murder’s I was told, a husband stabbed his wife down.
In bud and flowers, and warmer air, the evil spirits still where there.

I won’t go back there once again. Somebody or something is watching me.

Brutal murder’s by Sebago Lake, flower dressed daughter’s stabbed to death.
O peeled and hunted and reviled, sleep on, dark tenant of the wild!

I’ve been to scenes of murder’s many times, but never along Sebago’s wooded sides.

I am still skeptical to souls of the death - but I’ll keep a silver cross against my chest.

With inspiration from a real life event and poetic inspiration by 
John Greenleaf Whittier’s “Funeral Tree of the Sokosis”, 1841.



suomi finland

suomi sibelius uusikarlepyy helsinki

shiver woods reindeer roots winter war wounded trolls
on a hill chill water below wounded mothers wounded sons

drinking sinking philosophy poetry finland olavi finland eternity

karelia russia finlandia tale kallela boy with a crow
in a wood he stood facing the bear wounded fathers wounded daughters
drinking sinking etymology psychology finland dignity finland apology

1917 helsinki december 6th

ice lakes thousand makes tango war Mannerheim Tsars
healing hearts feeling hearts drinking sinking history mystery

finland kalevala finland dreams



the black umbrella

Hold my hand, let’s jump from the bridge together. Let’s fly away under a black umbrella,
with innocence between windows and towers. Let’s fly while we can, while we still feel immortal.

Let’s fly away, let’s fly our way, let’s fly away, let’s fly in the rain.

Rain and snow. We will never grow old.

We don’t mind the rain; it’s a lovely water. For thus who’s insane, anything can be praised.
We love like a child, a magic relief. We fly with the wind, we fly and we sing.

We land on a field, to feed our secret - a white Unicorn, that we feed our virginity.
The underground – the trolls and the elves. Our home is deeper than the deepest of wells.

Rain and snow. We will never grow old.

We fly away, into the holy sky. Behind the clouds, where the angels hide.
We fly into space, to other dimensions - to explore and to pray, our love for the child.

In lust.



fuck the stupid doors

What if there were no doors - what would we do? Where would we go? The Stairway’s to heaven?
We wouldn’t go down to the dark and scary basement. We wouldn’t lock it at night, we would sleep tight.

We would say “NO” to doors and just walk straight ahead. Never fear what’s behind that door, or that, or that...

Fuck the doors! Fuck the stupid doors!

Without doors nobody would be locked behind bars. There would be no more doormen at the bars.
A door is just a wall between you and me. You could see into anyone’s home.

No more slamming, no more broken hearts. Tear down that door, tear it down right now.



the flower gun

The rain has stopped in their valley of pearls. They’re always happy children in their world.
In a long forgotten city they find a gun; a heavy old Colt. They don’t know what it is, never seen a thing like it – before.

They fly to a nearby park, filled with friends and wise old men. They look at what they found - and shake their heads around:

Hey! Put some flowers in that gun, it belongs to the sun.
Hey! Let’s load that gun: with seeds for the sun!

They loaded the gun with seeds, while vise men spoke of peace. They buried it into the ground, and sat down to watch it grow.
Someone played the guitar, and a woman played the lovely harp. For nights and days, until one morning the first leaf left the pipe.

Hey! Put some flowers in that gun, it belongs to the sun.
Hey! Let’s load that gun: with seeds for the sun!

In a wood, thick as a book, they eat of fruits larger than their heads.
One child asked the other: “What was the purpose of that so called gun?”

“I do not know what it is, said the other, “and I don’t want to know”.
Soon, the image vanished, and where replaced with other things they found.

Hey! Put some flowers in that gun,
it belongs to the sun.

Hey! Let’s load that gun:
with seeds for the sun!



the love song

Everybody dreams of songs in their souls. 
The wake up to spring they wake to hold. 

To rise and shine, to kiss, and to play. 
Everybody dreams of songs in their souls. 

On a train. On a boat. In a car. We can fly.

la, la, la, la, la, la

Everybody wants to have some fun. 
A little bit of color never hurts. 

They paint each other: red and blue. 
Everybody dreams of songs in their souls.

 



the song of fish and wars

They walked miles after miles, until they, found love. In a valley, near a river, fish laid down to die.
They did not even try to live anymore. The group of people picked them up, and they had a fancy feast.

To love, danced around like mad, mad, mad dogs. Until the sky came down on them, until the sky came down on them.

Left to right, and straight to the sky. Back and forth, and from the mission.

Brothers fight and kill each other, sisters’ children will defile kinship.
It’s harsh in the world, whoredom rife - an axe age, a sword age - shields are riven - a wind age, a wolf age.

Left to right, and straight to the sky. Back and forth, and from the mission.

Before the world goes headlong. 
No man will have mercy on another.



troll story

He knew he was a bit off place, a plump, an old troll in a human place.
It doesn’t matter, he told himself - what matters is that I can be myself.

He went up to the bar and ordered a double scotch, and then another, and another and another.
He got pretty drunk as per usual, it doesn’t matter, when you’re a troll you gonna fall anyway.

You gonna lay on tables, and read dark and depressive poetry.
You gonna throw up, get thrown out and fall asleep.

You’re gonna dream of all that beauty, that will hit you one day.
You gonna wake up proud of yourself and do it all over fucking again.

A troll has his own territory. A troll always writes his own stories.
No matter what he says, it’s all made up: Hey, ho, hey, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!!!

A troll always dreams, and like any other dreamer, they believe in it,
and they want to dream, like Frank Zappa & The Mothers, like John & Yoko and the others.

And they do, but they fail, as their heads shed their tears and their blood boils hotter than the sun
Nothing weird about it, it’s like love, like you humans should know all about.

Dreaming is hard work for a troll, but with a bar it’s easier.
Jump in, drink, thrown out, drink for pleasure, drink for pain, shut of the brain.

Come out to please you, little troll, come out for fun, let’s find a dive, and lose control. 



tweet mountains
Inside the mountain there was a mountain, and inside that mountain drunk little birds.

“Tweet-tweet,” said the mountain people – whom wore funny hats but nothing on their feet.

They said: “Welcome to the Revolutionary Mountain!” “Just don’t stand there, come on inside please!”
“Hey Sir, take of your shoes, you’ll see it feels free in here, inside our roomy sphere.”

Revolution, looks like an illusion, no confusion; love is at war!
Love is at war, so dance the war song. Hands in the air, hands in the air!

The mountain people painted their world, in colorful, powerful, poems and swirls.
The mountain landscape swam in its blue, while rivers run like red little flowers.

Somebody sang: “Let’s have ourselves some wine!” “Inside our mountain we drink and we get wild!”
They drank, and then they loved, for what must have been for days,

until the sun behind the mountain sunk away.

{ la la la }



troll (in the water)

The Troll was walking deep in thoughts, when he stumbled upon two Meadow Elves.
Nude they bathed their virgin bodies, in the ice cold lake.

The troll was hard but soft inside, as he approached their naked skin,
he offered his furry hand and they took it, and invited him to swim.

A Little, Little, Little Troll in the Water, looking for his Mother!

The Troll against soft white skin, he knew he could not sin.
But he felt so aroused, his little thing stood up to sing.

And it sang so bad and oh so tuned:
The Elves laughed while they gobbled on his spew!



it’s difficult

It’s difficult, sometimes, to stay together. It’s difficult at times to show your love.
It’s difficult at times to speak the truth. It’s as difficult as to lay down a lie.

It’s difficult, sometimes, it’s difficult. You’re the paint behind the paint. It’s difficult.

Let’s walk this road together, forever. Let’s build a sky and float around in time.
Let’s open up to one and each other. Even though we don’t know our language yet.

I love you,
forever.

It’s difficult sometimes to be alone. It’s difficult at times to feel alive.
It’s difficult - where are you’re from and why are you’re here?

It’s difficult - you just want to hide, away. 



uproar in the woodlands

In the birch he sank his hatchet. Made an uproar in the woodlands.
Called aloud in tones of thunder. Whistled to the distant mountains.

They echoed to his calling. When he spoke as follows:

“May the forest, in the circle. Where my voice rings – regain its honest youth
and scream of wild things: And the earth be saved forever.”

May no tree remain in death. May they grow in spring-time.
While the moonlight glimmers magically, where his voice is free.

If the forest hears his calling, where the ground with seed is planted.
And the grain shall sprout and flourish, may it never come to ripeness:

And the earth be saved forever.

Inspired by the National Epos of Finland, “Kalevala”.



the song of the beak

I don’t know, who I am. I don’t know where to walk.
It’s all an empty field - let’s make a stand.

Let’s stand up for the weak, let’s bring them bread and wine.
Let’s tell them they’re divine - pretty as a golden beak.

Bird on a beach, fish in the river. Egg in a nest, it makes me shiver.
Walk of the death, public exposure. I am here to protect - my false dignity.

You have to remember, I’m no fool.
Even though at times I act like an ass.

You have to hold me, like a child,
and tell me , that I am too divine.

You have to walk me, til the end of time,
tell me stories, to hold me through the nights.

You have to look at me, like a bird,
and spread your wings, when I like to fly.



sitting on the roof (waiting for the king)

He gave her a pony and she gave him a kingdom, they sat on the roof, and they looked out.
They kissed each other, bells were ringing, they heard the pixie’s singing...

...the blues, it was kind of cute. It was in the morning, in the midst of the mist - 
the sun stuck its dirty fingers through the sky.

They knew it was their time, they were sitting on the roof.
Waiting for their king, to bring them back home again

They put on their wings, and they smiled, because they knew that they were going to die.
They looked like angels in their eyes as they stood up to fly.

They reached out with their arms and hands, reached out to the sky.
And they hold each others hands, and they jumped!



brooklyn

An old lady sat outside and staring at a Brooklyn sign.
Peter Pop loved me until he found out I wasn’t a girl.

A man is walking in the hallway, and he is naked.
I don’t know where I am, but I think that I like it.

Brooklyn, so high. Brooklyn, my time.

On the roof, I found god - and he told me to jump, and so I jumped!
But I got wings, from all the dead doves (rest in peace).

And i flew in circles - and I flew in love.

Ooh, hasta mañana.

La Revolución en Nueva York
contra las guerras imperialista.



with word let’s take them down

I’m not ready to fall down quite yet. My blood is thin and my eyes are sore.
I’m hanging on my cross of freedom, looking down at it all.

Why do we only have 2 presidents to vote for? Why don’t have 6 weeks of vacation?
Why are we scared to speak up, when we know it’s all wrong?

What if someone said: “Let’s take from the rich and give to the poor!”
What if someone said: “Life is given to all of us.”

Let’s make a good decision - with words let’s take them down.
Let’s make a real decision, with ideas let’s change our ground.

What if we were in peace and not always in wars?
What if we were good would people treat us as if we was?

Money, oil, lawyers, missing children, ozone hole - who needs a big brother?
Who loves capitalism - big brother? Who wants an early retirement?

Who loves one and another?



you are all beautiful

i love you. for real. i love you all.
Love is real. love is true.
love we need. i love you.


